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Opiate States of Memory: Receptor Mechanisms
L. A. Bruins Slot and F. C. Colpaert
Centre de Recherche Pierre Fabre, F 81106 Castres Cedex, France

The present studies characterized the receptor mechanisms of
morphine-induced states of memory. Morphine (5 mg/kg) produced a state in which rats could learn and retrieve an operant
response; retrieval was impaired, however, when the rats were
tested in the normal state. Conversely, rats that were trained in
the normal state failed to retrieve the response in the morphine
state. In either case the mnesic state was dose dependent,
commencing at morphine doses as low as 0.8 mg/kg. In rats
trained with 5 mg/kg of morphine, retrieval was fully adequate
when tested with this same dose but not when tested with
either lower or higher doses. Naloxone, but not naltrindole,
antagonized the morphine-induced state; heroin and (2)cyclazocine, but not U50,488H, (1)-cyclazocine and SNC80,
produced a state in which retrieval occurred at least partially.
Time-effect studies in which injections were made from 0 to 240

min before the sessions indicated that the retrieval in saline-tomorphine and morphine-to-saline conditions occurred along
different time courses; a theory of opiate signal transduction
suggests that these temporal profiles result from morphine
producing two bi-directional mnesic states that may differ as
much as the analgesia and hyperalgesia that morphine also
induces. It appears that a particular magnitude of m opiate
receptor activation produces a state to which a memory trace
can be confined in a highly selective manner. The normal and
this particular morphine state are only some of the many mutually inaccessible and molecularly definable states of memory
that are likely to exist, thus challenging the unitary concept of
an individual organism’s memory.
Key words: memory; opiates; learning; retrieval; encoding;
mnesic state

The retrieval of an engram from memory may require that the
organism be in a state that is similar to that in which the engram
was initially acquired [state dependence (StD)]. Using a novel
StD procedure (Colpaert, 1990), we have recently found that
morphine can induce StD of milk-rewarded lever press responding in rats (Bruins Slot and Colpaert, 1999a). The latter study
constitutes the first unambiguous evidence that changes in mnesic
states involving morphine disable retrieval in both drug-to-saline
and saline-to-drug tests of transfer. These findings are consistent,
however, with earlier data (Belleville, 1964) that showed some
decrement of extinction performance with morphine-to-saline
changes of state but not with saline-to-morphine changes. Our
findings are also consistent with the suggestion that StD is indirectly implicated in the amnestic effects of endogenous opiate
peptides (Izquierdo, 1980; Izquierdo et al., 1980, 1981). The latter
suggestion was based on findings that the memory impairment
produced by the post-training administration of endogenous opiates can be attenuated by the administration of the same agents
shortly before the retention test (Izquierdo, 1980, 1984; Izquierdo
et al., 1980). It is usef ul to point out that the StD that morphine
may induce differs from the discriminative effects that opiates
also produce [in the drug discrimination (DD) paradigm] (Holtzman, 1982; Woods et al., 1982; Colpaert, 1995). Although the
paradigms differ in conceptual and methodological terms (Colpaert et al., 1976), the novel StD procedure was designed to

render possible direct comparisons between them. As in other
memory research (Morris et al., 1982), the procedure defines
response latency as the dependent variable, but applies it to the
completion of a fixed-ratio 10 (FR10) schedule of lever presses on
a single lever. Studies comparing this single-lever StD procedure
with a widely used two-lever DD procedure have indicated that
the paradigms can generate different outcomes (Colpaert and
Koek, 1995), corroborating other data that discriminative effects
cannot account for StD (Pusakulich and Nielson, 1976; Nielson et
al., 1978; Oberling et al., 1993; Kumar et al., 1994).
Further data indicate that the StD obtained with saline-tomorphine state changes occurs at a time and at doses at which
morphine also produces analgesia (Bruins Slot and Colpaert,
1999a). Other evidence supports the notion that pain, or responses to nociceptive stimulations, is at least partly learned
(Hebb, 1949; Nissen et al., 1951; Melzack and Scott, 1957; Merskey, 1975; Erskine et al., 1990; Morley, 1993; Porzelius, 1995).
The concept being suggested by these data holds that the pain
that is acquired in the course of ontogeny may be available for
recall in the same but not in other states than that in which
acquisition occurred (Bruins Slot and Colpaert, 1999a); biological
rhythms (e.g., diurnal variations in opiate activity) may conceivably provide naturally occurring mnesic states through which StD,
in normophysiological situations, may influence pain perception.
The concept implies that the change of mnesic state that exogenous morphine produces may constitute a mechanism of opiate
analgesia.
In the present studies, we characterized the receptor mechanisms of the morphine state on which the recall of an operant
response can be rendered dependent. Specifically, experiments
were conducted with various opiate receptor ligands to identify
the receptor mediating morphine-induced StD. Other experiments characterized the time–response features of morphine StD
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and examined its relationship to the magnitude of receptor
activation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects. Male Sprague Dawley rats (Iffa Credo, Lyon, France) weighing
180 –200 gm on arrival were used. On arrival and for a quarantine period
of 4 –5 d, animals were housed five to a cage in an environmentally
controlled room (ambient temperature, 21 6 1°C; relative humidity, 55 6
5%; 12 hr light /dark cycle, lights on at 7 A.M.) with standard laboratory
food and water freely available. The rats were transferred to the experimental room on the day before experiments began and maintained
under the same environmental conditions as during quarantine. Access
to food was then limited to 20 gm /d, except between 5 P.M. on Friday and
2 P.M. on Sunday, when food was available freely. The protocol was in
accordance with the Revised Guide for the Care and Use of Laborator y
Animals (N RC 1996) and was approved by the institutional Ethical
Review Committee (No. 009).
Operant apparatus and procedures. The experimental apparatus as well
as the acquisition and test procedures were similar to those described
elsewhere (Bruins Slot et al., 1999). Briefly, the experimental apparatus
consisted of operant conditioning chambers housed in fan-ventilated,
light- and sound-attenuating enclosures. Each chamber contained a
house light, a lever, and a liquid dipper. Reinforcement consisted of a 4
sec access to the liquid dipper that contained 0.02 ml of sweetened
condensed milk.
Rats were randomly assigned to operant chambers in which they were
trained to lever press for access to milk during daily 15 min sessions until
they could complete an FR10 schedule of lever presses for the milk
reward. Before each of these acquisition sessions, they received an
injection of a dose of either a compound or physiological saline (0.9%
NaC l). Training continued until animals completed the first FR10 within
120 sec after the beginning of the session. Animals that had not reached
this criterion performance after 40 sessions were discontinued. A period
of 48 hr was allowed to elapse between the criterion session (the acquisition session during which animals reached the criterion performance)
and the test session. On the day of the test session, animals received a
pharmacological treatment that was either the same or different from the
one implemented during acquisition and were tested for the recall of the
response during a single 15 min test session. Animals were tested only
once.
E xperimental design. Three series of experiments examined the dose
dependency of morphine StD. In the first series (n 5 5 per group), rats
acquired the response with one of four doses of morphine injected 60 min
before the session (1.25, 2.5, 5, or 10 mg / kg, s.c.) and were tested with
saline [subcutaneous, 60 min (SC t-60)]. In the second series (n 5 5 per
group), animals were trained with saline and tested with one of four
doses of morphine (1.25, 2.5, 5, or 10 mg / kg, SC t-60). In the third series
(n 5 7 per group), animals were trained with morphine (5 mg / kg, s.c., 60
min) and tested with one of seven doses of morphine (i.e., 0.63, 1.25, 2.5,
5, 10, 20 or 40 mg / kg, s.c., 60 min). Same-state control animals were both
trained and tested with saline (SC, t-60) or both trained and tested with
morphine (5 mg / kg, s.c., 60 min). Because of impaired acquisition in
morphine-trained rats, additional animals were trained until n 5 5 or 7
were obtained that reached criterion and could hence be tested.
Three series of experiments examined the time dependency of morphine StD. In the first series (n 5 7 per group), rats acquired the
response with saline (SC) injected at one of nine time intervals before the
session (i.e., 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, or 240 min; referred to as
time of presession injection) and were tested with morphine (5 mg / kg,
s.c.). The time of presession injection was always the same in acquisition
and test sessions. In the second series (n 5 7 per group), rats acquired the
response with morphine (5 mg / kg, s.c.) injected at one of nine time
intervals before the session (i.e., 0, 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 210, or 240
min) and were tested with saline (subcutaneous) injected at the same
time as during acquisition. In the third series of experiments (n 5 5 per
group), rats acquired the response with morphine (2.5 mg / kg, s.c.)
injected at one of nine time intervals before the session (as above) and
were tested with saline (subcutaneous) injected at the same time as
during acquisition. Same-state control animals were both trained and
tested with saline injected subcutaneously at one of the different time
intervals as specified above (n 5 3 per time interval).
Three additional series of experiments f urther examined the receptor
mechanisms of morphine StD. In the first series, which examined pharmacological antagonism (n 5 5 per group), animals were trained to
criterion with a double treatment of either saline (SC t-60) and saline
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[subcutaneous, 15 min (SC t-15)] (S1S) or 5 mg / kg morphine (SC t-60)
and saline (SC t-15) (M1S). These rats were then tested with a double
treatment of either 5 mg / kg morphine (SC t-60) and one of the several
doses of the m antagonist naloxone (SC t-15) (M1NAL X) or 5 mg / kg
morphine (SC t-60) and one of the several doses of the d antagonist
naltrindole (SC t-15) (M1NALT). Same-state control animals were
tested with a double treatment of either S1S or M1S. In the second
series (n 5 5 per group), several groups of animals were trained to
criterion with morphine 5 mg / kg (SC t-60) and tested with one of several
doses of heroin (0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.31, 0.63, 1.25, or 2.5 mg / kg SC t-60),
(2)-cyclazocine [0.08, 0.16, 0.31, 0.63, 1.25, 2.5, or 5 mg / kg i.p., 60 min
(I P t-60)], (1)-cyclazocine (0.16, 0.63, or 2.5 mg / kg I P t-60), U-50,488H
(0.16, 0.63, 2.5, or 10 mg / kg SC t-60), or SNC 80 (2.5, 10, or 40 mg / kg I P
t-60). In the last series of experiments (n 5 7 per group), animals were
also trained to criterion with morphine 5 mg / kg (SC t-60) and tested with
either UK 14304 (2.5 mg / kg SC t-60), chlordiazepoxide (40 mg / kg SC
t-60), 8-OH-DPAT (0.16 mg / kg SC t-60), haloperidol (0.63 mg / kg SC
t-60), ketamine (10 mg / kg SC t-60), scopolamine (2.5 mg / kg SC t-60),
cocaine (10 mg / kg SC t-60), or ethanol [(1250 mg / kg i.p., 15 min (I P
t-15)]. Same-state controls for these last two series of experiments
consisted of animals trained with morphine (5 mg / kg, s.c.) and tested
with 5 mg / kg morphine that was then injected by either the subcutaneous
(n 5 7) or intraperitoneal route (n 5 7).
Drugs. The drugs used were morphine HC l (Coopération Pharmaceutique Française, Melun, France); naloxone HC l, haloperidol, ketamine
HC l (Sigma, St. Quentin, France); U-50,488H [trans-3,4-dichloro-Nmethyl-N-[2-(1-pyrrolidinyl) cyclohexyl] benzeneacetamide methanesulfonate hydrate], naltrindole HC l, chlordiazepoxide HC l, (6)-8-OHDPAT hydrobromide (Research Biochemical Industries, I llkirch,
France); SNC 80 [(1)-4-[(aR)-a-((2S,5R)-4-allyl-2,5-dimethyl-1piperazinyl)-3-methoxybenzyl]-N,N-diethylbenzamide] (Tocris Cookson,
I llkirch, France); (2)-cyclazocine, (1)-cyclazocine, and UK 14304 tartrate (synthesized by J. L. Maurel, C enter de Recherche Pierre Fabre);
heroin HC l (Francopia, Paris, France); (2)-scopolamine hydrobromide
(Fluka, St. Quentin, France); cocaine HC l (Cooper, Melun, France);
ethanol (Prolabo, France). (1)-,(2)-cyclazocine and SNC 80 were dissolved in a 1% T ween solution. Haloperidol was dissolved in distilled
water with a drop of acetic acid after which the pH was adjusted to 5–7
with a solution of 4% sodium hydroxide. All other compounds were
dissolved in distilled water. Doses refer to the free base weight. Treatments were administered subcutaneously or intraperitoneally, as indicated (injection volume: 1 ml /100 gm body weight). Single treatment
injections were given 60 min before the operant sessions; for double
treatments, the two treatments were administered 60 and 15 min before
the session.
Data anal ysis. The data analyzed were the number of sessions to reach
criterion, and the latency to complete the first FR10 as well as the total
number of lever presses that were made during the criterion and the test
sessions. Sessions-to-criterion (STC) values were analyzed by means of
the Kruskall –Wallis analysis of variance on ranks (Siegel and C astellan,
1988). Absolute latencies, number of lever presses, and log-transformed
latency ratios (i.e., the ratio of the criterion latency to the test latency)
were analyzed by means of ANOVA (Winer, 1971). Post hoc comparisons were performed using Dunnett’s test for multiple comparisons.
Student’s t test was used to analyze differences in means between two
experimental groups. ED50 values and 95% confidence limits were computed according to the method of Litchfield and Wilcoxon using the
PHARM / PC S program of Tallarida and Murray (1987); when less than
two values between 16 and 84% were observed, 0 and /or 100% effect
data points were transformed by means of Berkson’s adjustment (Hubert,
1984) to enable the use of the PHARM / PC S program. Statistical significance was defined as p , 0.05.

RESULTS
Normal acquisition and same-state performance
Previously established control data (Bruins Slot and Colpaert,
1999a) on normal acquisition (n 5 662 rats) and same-state
performance (n 5 157 rats) have allowed us to define two criteria
so that the interval data (STCs and latency ratios) can be transformed into the nominal data required to compute ED50 values.
That is, ,5% of the animals that were trained in this procedure
while treated with saline failed to reach criterion in ,40 training
sessions, so that STC . 40 sessions defined the nominal criterion
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for evaluating effects on learning. Also, the latency ratio (latency
found in the criterion session to the latency found in the test
session) was inferior to 0.40 in ,5% of (same-state) control tests
conducted in animals for which the treatment implemented during acquisition and test was the same. As a result, a ratio ,0.40
defined the nominal criterion, indicating that failure to transfer
had occurred.

Drug effects on acquisition
In the course of the dose –response experiments reported below,
all 25 animals trained with saline reached criterion in ,40 sessions. Acquisition was impaired, however, in animals that were
trained with one of the different doses of morphine (i.e., 1.25–10
mg/kg SC t-60); the ED50 (and 95% confidence limits) for .40
STC to occur was 6.5 (3.0 –14) mg / kg. Analysis of the STC data
(Fig. 1 A, inset) by means of a Kruskall –Wallis analysis of variance
on ranks revealed a significant effect ( p , 0.005) of morphine
dose, and post hoc comparison with saline controls showed significant differences ( p , 0.05) to occur for the 5 and 10 mg/kg
doses.

Morphine: dose–response studies
Morphine-to-saline transfer tests
Animals that were trained with morphine and tested with saline
showed a lack of transfer that depended on the morphine dose
used in acquisition (Fig. 1 A). Of the five animals per dose that
were trained with 1.25, 2.5, 5, or 10 mg / kg morphine and tested
with saline, five, three, one, and two, respectively, showed transfer, yielding an ED50 value of 4.0 (1.9 – 8.6) mg / kg. A one-way
ANOVA of log-transformed ratios showed a significant effect of
dose (F(4,20) 5 4.5; p , 0.01), and post hoc comparisons with
saline-trained controls showed a significant difference to occur
( p , 0.05) for the 5 and 10 mg / kg doses of morphine.

Saline-to-morphine transfer tests
Animals that were trained with saline and tested with morphine
showed transfer that was dependent on the test dose of the
compound (Fig. 1 A). Of the five animals per group trained with
saline and tested with 1.25, 2.5, 5, and 10 mg / kg SC t-60, five, four,
two, and zero, respectively, showed transfer, yielding an ED50 of
4.0 (2.6 – 6.2) mg / kg. A one-way ANOVA on log-transformed
latency ratios showed a significant effect of dose (F(4,20) 5 17; p ,
0.001), and post hoc comparisons with saline-tested controls
showed a significant difference ( p , 0.05) for the 5 and 10 mg/kg
doses of morphine.
A comparison using the PHARM / PC S program found that the
ED50 for morphine-to-saline transfer to occur was not significantly different ( p . 0.05) from the ED50 for saline-to-morphine
transfer to occur.

Latenc y and subsequent rate
Figure 2 provides f urther analyses of these morphine-to-saline
and saline-to-morphine experiments. The data being considered
are the absolute latency (in seconds) to complete the (first) FR10
schedule and the bar presses that thereafter were recorded during
the remainder of the last training (criterion) and test sessions
(subsequent response rate, in responses per second).
In criterion sessions (lef t panels), both latencies and subsequent
response rates were similar, regardless of whether acquisition had
occurred with saline or morphine.
In test sessions (right panels), latencies increased when the state
that was then implemented differed from that implemented during acquisition. Latencies in changed-state conditions increased

Figure 1. Morphine state dependence. In A, training sessions occurred
60 min after a subcutaneous injection of either saline or one of the
different acquisition doses of morphine that are specified. Once trained,
animals were given a single test session that took place 60 min after a
subcutaneous injection of either saline or one of the different test doses of
morphine. The vertical axis represents the log-transformed latency ratios
(geometric mean 6 1 SEM). Same-state saline controls are represented as
ss whereas dd represents same-state morphine controls (5 mg/kg). In the
inset, the vertical a xis represents the number of sessions-to-criterion (median and 25 th and 75 th percentiles). Morphine-saline and saline-morphine
refer to animals trained with morphine and tested with saline and animals
trained with saline and tested with morphine, respectively. Each data
point is based on n 5 5. Multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method:
*p , 0.05 versus same-state saline controls. In B, training sessions occurred 60 min after a subcutaneous injection of 5 mg / kg morphine. Once
trained, animals were given a single test session that took place 60 min
after a subcutaneous injection of one of the different test doses of
morphine. Each data point is based on n 5 7. Multiple comparisons using
Dunnett’s method: *p , 0.05 versus same-state morphine (5 mg/kg)
controls. (Where not apparent, error bars are contained by the symbol.)
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however, setting the occasion for learning to occur during the
remainder of the session. The rate of this subsequent lever press
behavior was fairly high in animals trained with morphine and
tested with saline; ANOVA failed to reveal a significant effect of
the morphine dose used in initial acquisition (F(4,20) 5 1.08; p 5
0.39). The subsequent response rate was lower, however, in
saline-to-morphine conditions; the dose–effect relationship for
morphine in impairing the development of this subsequent responding was similar to that in which morphine impaired initial
acquisition (Fig. 1 A, inset) in morphine-to-saline conditions.
ANOVA revealed a significant effect of the morphine test dose
(F(4,20) 5 18.7; p , 0.001). Post hoc comparisons were significant
( p , 0.05) for the 2.5, 5, and 10 mg/kg doses.
These analyses underscore the differences between the mechanisms underlying the dependent variable used to measure recall
(i.e., latency) and the behavior that may occur later in the (test)
session; they also indicate the ratio of latencies (Fig. 1 A) to offer
a more sensitive measure of retrieval than the absolute latency.

Morphine-to-morphine transfer tests
Animals that were trained with 5 mg/kg morphine and tested
with one of several test doses of morphine (0.63, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10,
20, or 40 mg/kg) showed transfer that depended on the test dose
of the compound (Fig. 1 B); the dose–effect relationship yielded a
biphasic curve. A one-way ANOVA on log-transformed latency
ratios revealed a significant effect of test dose of morphine (F(6,42)
5 21; p , 0.001), and post hoc comparisons with animals that
were both trained and tested with 5 mg/kg morphine showed that
significant differences ( p , 0.05) occurred for the 0.63, 10, 20,
and 40 mg/kg test doses of morphine.

Morphine: time–response studies
Saline-to-morphine (5 mg/kg) transfer tests

Figure 2. Latency and subsequent rate of responding in saline-tomorphine and morphine-to-saline studies of state dependence. In A, the
ordinate represents the absolute latency to complete the (first) FR10
schedule during the last (criterion) training session (lef t panels) and the
test session (right panel ). In B, the ordinate represents the response rate
(number of lever presses per second) that was observed after the first
FR10 schedule had been completed. This rate was found as the ratio of
the total number of lever presses that were made during the session minus
10, to the total session duration (i.e., 900 sec) minus the latency to
complete the first FR10 schedule. Same-state controls are represented as
ss, whereas dd represents same-state morphine controls (5 mg / kg).
Morphine-saline and saline-morphine refer to animals trained with morphine and tested with saline, and to animals trained with saline and tested
with morphine, respectively. Data points represent mean (61 SEM)
values (n 5 5). Multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method: *p , 0.05
versus same-state saline controls. (Where not apparent, error bars are
contained by the symbol.)

from 48.4 to 900 sec and from 27.4 to 161 sec in saline-tomorphine and morphine-to-saline conditions, respectively. Oneway ANOVA of the saline-to-morphine data showed a significant
effect of dose (F(4,20) 5 189; p , 0.001). Post hoc comparisons
with same-state controls found a significant effect ( p , 0.05) at 10
mg/kg. A significant effect (F(4,20) 5 3.95; p , 0.05) of dose also
occurred with the morphine-to-saline latencies; the post hoc comparison was significant for the 10 mg / kg dose.
In addition, during test sessions, lever presses often occurred
even after the latency to complete the first FR10 schedule had
much increased. This completion of the schedule was rewarded,

All of the 63 animals that acquired the response under saline
reached criterion, regardless of time of presession injection. Analysis of log-transformed latency ratios in animals that were both
trained and tested with saline did not reveal a significant effect of
time of presession injection (F(8,18) 5 0.51, p 5 0.831), and these
data were thus pooled in subsequent analyses (data not shown).
However, animals that were trained with saline and tested with 5
mg/kg morphine showed transfer in a manner that was dependent
on the time of presession injection (Fig. 3). Analysis of logtransformed latency ratios revealed a significant effect of time of
presession injection (F(9,80) 5 5.8; p , 0.001). Post hoc comparisons with saline controls showed a significant difference ( p ,
0.05) for the 30, 60, and 90 min intervals.

Morphine (5 mg/kg)-to-saline transfer tests
Acquisition was impaired in animals that were trained with morphine (5 mg/kg, s.c.) injected at one of the different time intervals
before the training session (0, 30, 60, 90,120, 150, 180, 210, or 240
min). Analysis of the STC data by means of a Kruskall–Wallis
ANOVA on ranks revealed a significant effect ( p , 0.001) of time
of presession injection, and post hoc comparison with saline
controls showed a significant difference ( p , 0.05) to occur for
the 30, 60, 90, and 120 min intervals (data not shown). Animals
that were trained with morphine (5 mg/kg) and tested with saline
showed transfer that was dependent on the time of presession
injection (Fig. 3). Analysis of log-transformed latency ratios revealed a significant effect of time of presession injection (F(9, 80) 5
12; p , 0.001), and post hoc comparisons with saline controls
indicated a significant effect ( p , 0.05) at all time intervals, with
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STC data by means of a Kruskall–Wallis ANOVA on ranks
revealed a significant effect ( p , 0.05) of time of presession
injection, and post hoc comparisons with saline controls showed a
significant difference ( p , 0.05) to occur for the 60 min time
interval (data not shown). Animals that were trained with morphine (2.5 mg/kg) and tested with saline showed transfer that was
dependent on the time of presession injection (Fig. 3). Analysis of
log-transformed latency ratios revealed a significant effect of time
of presession injection (ANOVA, F(9,62) 5 6.4, p , 0.001). Post
hoc comparisons with saline controls indicated that a significant
( p , 0.05) effect occurred for the 60, 90, 120, and 150 min time
intervals.

Morphine state dependence: receptor mediation
Transfer tests with opiate antagonists

Figure 3. Time course of morphine StD. Rats received a subcutaneous
injection of either morphine (2.5 mg / kg, n 5 5 per group; or 5 mg / kg, n 5
7 per group) or saline (n 5 7 per group) at different preacquisition session
time intervals and were subsequently tested with either 5 mg / kg morphine
or saline injected at the same time as during training. The vertical a xis
represents the log-transformed latency ratios (geometric mean 6 1 SEM).
Closed and open circles refer to animals trained with morphine and tested
with saline, and to animals trained with saline and tested with morphine,
respectively. The dotted line represents log-transformed latency ratios
(geometric mean) of the pooled group (n 5 27) of same-state (saline –
saline) controls. Curves were fitted (Marquardt, 1963; Nash, 1979) using
either quadratic or cubic polynomial equations. Multiple comparisons
using Dunnett’s method: *p , 0.05 versus same-state saline controls.
(Where not apparent, error bars are contained by the symbol.)

the exception of 0 and 210 min. The effects found here were
relatively large and generated a time – effect relationship that was
flatter than that found in the saline-to-morphine time –response
study. A f urther morphine-to-saline study was therefore conducted using a two-fold lower dose.

Morphine (2.5 mg/k g)-to-saline transfer tests
Acquisition was also impaired in animals that were trained with
the lower dose (2.5 mg / kg, s.c.) of morphine injected at one of the
different time intervals before the training session. Analysis of the

All five rats trained with a double treatment of S1S showed
complete transfer of the response when tested with S1S, whereas
only two of five rats showed transfer of the response when tested
with M1S. When one of the several doses (0.01– 0.63 mg/kg; SC
t-15) of naloxone was administered with 5 mg/kg morphine
during test, transfer did occur in S1S-trained animals as the
naloxone test dose was increased (Fig. 4 A). A one-way ANOVA
of log-transformed ratios revealed a significant effect of test dose
of naloxone in animals trained with S1S and tested with
M1NALX (F(4,20) 5 3.2; p , 0.05). Post hoc comparisons with
animals trained with S1S and tested with M1S showed significant differences ( p , 0.05) to occur for the 0.04, 0.16, and 0.63
test doses of naloxone. These doses thus blocked the morphine
state in S1S-trained animals. Naloxone at the doses of 0.16 and
0.63 mg/kg was in itself ineffective in S1S trained animals (F(2,12)
5 0.41; p 5 0.675) (Fig. 4 A, inset).
Rats trained with a double treatment of M1S showed complete
transfer when tested with this same treatment but not when tested
with a double treatment of S1S (Fisher’s exact test; p , 0.05).
When one of the several doses of naloxone (0.01– 0.63 mg/kg) was
administered with morphine during test, transfer was progressively hampered as the naloxone test dose was increased (Fig.
4 A). A one-way ANOVA of log-transformed ratios revealed a
significant effect of test dose of naloxone in animals trained with
M1S and tested with M1NALX (F(4,20) 5 16; p , 0.001). Post
hoc comparisons with animals both trained and tested with M1S
showed a significant difference ( p , 0.05) for all but the lowest
test dose of naloxone (0.01 mg/kg); the other doses thus completely blocked the morphine state in M1S-trained animals.
When one of the several doses (2.5–10 mg/kg) of naltrindole
was administered with 5 mg/kg morphine during test, transfer did
occur in M1S-trained animals (Fig. 4 B). Latency ratios tended to
be decreased relative to controls; however, one-way ANOVA of
log-transformed ratios revealed no significant effect of test dose of
naltrindole (F(3,16) 5 2.0; p 5 0.155). Furthermore, compared
with animals trained and tested with S1S, naltrindole (40 mg/kg)
had no effect on either transfer (Fisher’s exact test; p 5 1.0) or on
log-transformed ratios (Student’s t test; p 5 0.909) in animals
trained with S1S and tested with S1NALT (Fig. 4 B, inset).

Transfer tests with opiate agonists
In this series of experiments, several groups of animals were
trained to criterion with an acquisition treatment of morphine 5
mg/kg (SC t-60). Comparisons were made, as appropriate, with
same-state controls that consisted of animals trained with a subcutaneous injection of morphine (5 mg/kg; t-60) and tested with
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Figure 4. Receptor mediation of the morphine state: opiate antagonists.
In A, animals were trained to criterion with either a double treatment of
saline and saline (S 1 S trained, E) or 5 mg / kg morphine and saline (M
1 S trained, F). Test treatments consisted of either a double treatment of
saline and saline (S 1 S) or a double treatment of 5 mg / kg morphine and
one of the different doses of naloxone as specified. Inset, S 1 S-trained
animals were tested with either S 1 S or with a double treatment of saline
and either 0.16 or 0.63 mg / kg of naloxone. Vertical a xis represents the
log-transformed latency ratios (geometric mean 6 1 SEM). Each data
point is based on n 5 5. Multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method:
*p , 0.05 versus animals tested with a double treatment of M 1 S. In B,
animals were trained with a double treatment of 5 mg / kg morphine and
saline (M 1 S) and tested with a double treatment of 5 mg / kg morphine
and one of the different doses of naltrindole as specified. Inset, S 1
S-trained animals were tested with either S 1 S or with saline and 40
mg/kg naltrindole. Multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method: *p ,
0.05 versus animals trained and tested with a double treatment of M 1 S.
(Where not apparent, error bars are contained by the symbol.).

either a subcutaneous or intraperitoneal injection of morphine (5
mg/kg; t-60).
A one-way ANOVA on log-transformed ratios (Fig. 5) in animals tested with one of the several doses of heroin (0.04 –2.5
mg/kg) revealed a significant effect of heroin dose (F(7,32) 5 10;
p , 0.001). Post hoc comparisons with same-state morphine
controls (trained and tested with a subcutaneous injection)
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Figure 5. Receptor mediation of the morphine state: opiate agonists.
Training sessions occurred 60 min after a subcutaneous injection of 5
mg / kg morphine. Once trained, animals were given a single test session
that took place 60 min after a subcutaneous or intraperitoneal injection of
one of the different test doses of heroin, (2)-cyclazocine, (1)cyclazocine, U,50488H, or SNC 80. The vertical a xis represents the
log-transformed latency ratios (geometric mean 6 1 SEM). Dotted lines
represent the appropriate same-state controls consisting of animals both
trained and tested with 5 mg / kg morphine. Each data point is based on
n 5 5. Multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method: *p , 0.05 versus
appropriate same-state morphine controls. (Where not apparent, error
bars are contained by the symbol.)

showed that a significant difference occurred ( p , 0.05) for all
doses except 0.31 and 0.63 mg/kg. The dose–effect relationship
assumed a biphasic shape with an ED50 substitution dose of 0.18
(0.074 – 0.42) mg/kg for the ascending limb of the curve.
In animals tested with one of the several doses (i.e., 0.08 –5
mg/kg) of (2)-cyclazocine, a one-way ANOVA of logtransformed ratios revealed a significant effect of dose (F(7,32) 5
4.6; p , 0.001). Post hoc comparisons with same-state morphine
controls (trained with a subcutaneous injection and tested with an
intraperitoneal injection) showed that a significant difference
occurred ( p , 0.05) for the 0.08, 1.25, 2.5, and 5 mg/kg doses of
(2)-cyclazocine. Because initial tests with doses differing fourfold found some degree of transfer, both (2)-cyclazocine and
heroin were eventually tested with doses differing only twofold.
Despite this higher resolution, (2)-cyclazocine fell well short of
substituting fully for morphine: the mean latency ratio even at
0.63 mg/kg was only 0.49.
Several doses (0.16 –2.5 mg/kg) of (1)-cyclazocine were also
tested in animals trained with 5 mg/kg morphine. A one-way
ANOVA of log-transformed ratios revealed a significant effect of
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Table 1. Results of transfer tests with non-opiate compounds
Acquisition
treatment

Test treatment

Latency ratio

% transfer

Morphine
Morphine
Morphine
Morphine
Morphine
Morphine
Morphine
Morphine
Morphine

Morphine (5)
UK 14304 (2.5)
Chlordiazepoxide (40)
(6)-8-OH-DPAT (0.16)
Haloperidol (0.63)
Ketamine (10)
Scopolamine (2.5)
Cocaine (10)
Ethanol (1250)

1.1 (0.94 –1.2)
0.030 (0.024 – 0.037)*
0.18 (0.12– 0.27)*
0.22 (0.18 – 0.25)*
0.083 (0.056 – 0.13)*
0.24 (0.20 – 0.28)*
0.077 (0.063– 0.095)*
0.15 (0.11– 0.21)*
0.048 (0.029 – 0.080)*

100
0
28
0
0
14
0
14
0

(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

Rats were trained to complete a fixed-ratio 10 (FR10) schedule of lever press responses for sweetened milk reward within
120 sec after the beginning of a 15 min session. Training sessions occurred 60 min after a subcutaneous injection of 5 mg / kg
morphine. Once trained, rats were given one test session that took place 60 min after a subcutaneous injection of one of the
different test treatments (each in n 5 7 animals; dose in parentheses). Latency ratio is the ratio of the latency found in the
criterion session to the latency found in the test session, expressed as the geometric mean (61 SEM). % transfer is the
percentage of animals tested that had a ratio latency .0.4. Multiple comparisons using Dunnett’s method: *p , 0.05
compared with same-state morphine (5 mg/kg) controls.

dose of the compound (F(3,16) 5 12; p , 0.001). Post hoc comparisons with same-state morphine controls (trained with a subcutaneous injection and tested with an intraperitoneal injection)
showed that significant differences occurred ( p , 0.05) for all
three doses of the compound.
In animals trained with 5 mg / kg morphine and tested with
U50,488H, there was a significant effect of test dose (0.16 –5
mg/kg) on log-transformed ratios (F(4,20) 5 9.3; p , 0.001). Post
hoc comparisons with same-state morphine controls (trained and
tested with a subcutaneous injection) showed that differences
occurred ( p , 0.05) for all four doses of the compound.
A one-way ANOVA of log-transformed ratios in animals
trained with 5 mg / kg morphine and tested with different doses
(2.5– 40 mg / kg) of SNC 80 revealed a significant effect of dose of
SNC 80 (F(3,16) 5 6.2; p , 0.005). Post hoc comparisons with
animals both trained (subcutaneous) and tested (intraperitoneal)
with morphine showed that all doses produced significant differences ( p , 0.05).

Transfer tests with non-opiate agonists
The following non-opiate compounds (injected subcutaneously,
t-60 min; dose in milligrams per kilograms in parentheses) failed
to induce transfer (Table 1) in all rats (n 5 7 per test compound)
trained with 5 mg / kg morphine: UK 14304 (2.5), (6)-8-OHDPAT (0.16), haloperidol (0.63), scopolamine (2.5), and ethanol
(1250). In animals tested with chlordiazepoxide (40), two of seven
animals showed transfer of the response, and in animals tested
with ketamine (10) and cocaine (10), one of seven animals
showed transfer of the response. A one-way ANOVA on logtransformed ratios revealed a significant effect of treatment
(F(8,54) 5 11; p , 0.001), and post hoc comparisons with animals
trained and tested with morphine (5 mg / kg) showed a significant
difference ( p , 0.05) for all of the different test treatments.

DISCUSSION
The present results confirm earlier data (Bruins Slot and Colpaert, 1999a) indicating that morphine produces StD with both
morphine-to-saline and saline-to-morphine changes of mnesic
state. That is, in animals trained with morphine, recall of the
response occurred readily when the animals were tested in the
same morphine-induced state, but response was impaired when
animals were tested in the non-drug normal state. Also, animals

that had learned in the normal state did recall in this same state
but not in the morphine state. This StD was dose dependent and
occurred at low doses (ED50 4.0 mg/kg in either case). Graphic
extrapolation of the data in Figure 1 A indicates that it commences from a morphine dose of ;0.8 mg/kg onward.
It may be argued that the failure to recall in the saline-to-drug
tests is caused by morphine producing rate depression rather than
a mnesic deficit. However, rate depression constitutes an observation rather than a mechanism (Colpaert, 1990) and cannot
account for the failure to recall that was observed in the drug-tosaline tests. Detailed analysis (Fig. 2) showed that recall in test
sessions did not co-vary with response rate and was in accordance
with earlier findings (Colpaert, 1990) that in saline-trained animals, haloperidol severely depressed the response rate and did
not affect the latency measure of recall. Note that in animals that
acquired the response with morphine, the failure to respond when
tested with saline is compatible with dependence, and StD in fact
constitutes a proposed mechanism of opiate dependence (Colpaert, 1990, 1996). Morphine did impair acquisition, however,
both in initial training (Fig. 1 A, inset) and during test sessions
(Fig. 2). This impairment may not be attributable to rate depression either. Cocaine in similar conditions (Colpaert, 1990) severely impaired learning during initial training but exerted no
significant effects on rate in saline-trained rats. These and further
observations cited below demonstrate that the latency measure of
recall in this paradigm appears to be dependent (Colpaert, 1990)
from the unspecific effects that various agents are often believed
to exert on rates of behavior.
Interestingly, a study of dose-to-dose transfer (Fig. 1 B) in rats
trained with 5 mg/kg of morphine revealed that transfer occurred
adequately when animals were tested with 5 mg/kg but not with
test doses that were either lower or higher. A similarly bell-shaped
dose–response curve was also obtained in transfer tests with
heroin and (2)-cyclazocine (Fig. 5). These data suggest that the
mnesic state produced by 5 mg/kg of morphine is specific to a
particular magnitude of opiate receptor activation: both lower
and higher doses generate different magnitudes. Another conceivable explanation is that the ascending and descending limbs
of the dose–response curve involve different receptor populations, but data discussed below fail to support this possibility. The
tolerance that is generally believed to develop to opiates [howev-
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er, see Colpaert (1995, 1996)] also may not account for these
findings. Its supposed development, in the present experiments,
to the 5 mg / kg acquisition dose of morphine fails to explain why
this dose remained necessary for recall to occur, whereas lower
doses and saline failed to do so (Figs. 1, 4).
The time course of morphine StD was investigated in rats that
were trained in the normal state and tested at different time
intervals after the injection of 5 mg / kg of morphine. The data
(Fig. 3) show that morphine’s effect grows orderly from time 0
onward, reaches a peak after 60 min, and then decays and disappears after 3 hr. The data confirm earlier findings (Bruins Slot
and Colpaert, 1999a) demonstrating that a peak occurs at 60 min
under similar conditions. This time course closely parallels that of
the concentration of morphine found using in vivo microdialysis
of cortical extracellular fluid after a subcutaneous injection of
morphine in the rat (Barjavel et al., 1995). The time course also
parallels that of the analgesic effects of subcutaneous morphine in
the rat (Janssen et al., 1963; van den Hoogen and Colpaert, 1987;
Bruins Slot and Colpaert, 1999a). The time course of morphine
StD as assessed with saline-to-drug state changes thus appears to
reflect the dynamics of opiate receptor activation in the CNS.
However, a different time course was obtained in studies in which
acquisition occurred at different time intervals after morphine
injection and in which tests were then conducted in the normal
state (Fig. 3). In these studies using the same 5 mg / kg dose, StD
also grew from time 0 onward, but seemed to reach peak at some
time later than 60 min after injection; the effect remained marked
until 4 hr after injection. Morphine-to-saline experiments using a
lower, 2.5 mg / kg dose yielded less powerf ul effects but again with
a peak that clearly occurred at a time later than 60 min. Thus,
unlike the case with saline-to-drug transfer, the time course with
drug-to-saline transfer did not parallel the dynamics of opiate
receptor activation. The effect reached peak at a later time, lasted
longer, and generated a flatter time – effect curve.
A theory of signal transduction (Colpaert, 1978, 1996) specifies
that any neuronal input, such as opiate receptor activation, is
evaluated by its departure from mean past activity. This mechanism makes the input generate two effects that are paradoxical, or
bi-directional; these are referred to as first and second order
effects, respectively. This signal transduction theory uniquely
accounts for (Bruins Slot and Colpaert, 1999b) the paradoxical
effects that opiates are known to produce (Colpaert, 1996) . For
example, opiate receptor activation both inhibits and paradoxically stimulates adenylyl cyclase activity (Avidor-Reiss et al.,
1995) and cAM P formation (Wang and Gintzler, 1994) and
produces both analgesia and hyperalgesia (Kayan et al., 1971;
Tilson et al., 1973; Colpaert, 1996). In the recent research cited
above (Bruins Slot and Colpaert, 1999b), numerical simulations
based on this theory adequately predicted the time courses of the
(first order) analgesia and (second order) hyperalgesia that 5
mg/kg of morphine produces in the rat tail-flick procedure. The
two time courses differed. The first order effect reached peak at
60 min and paralleled receptor activation, whereas the second
order effect reached peak at 120 min. Also, the second order
effect outlasted receptor activation and yielded a flatter timeeffect curve. Thus, the temporal dynamics of the mnesic states
studied here (Fig. 3) with saline-to-morphine and morphine-tosaline state changes would correspond to those of first and second
order effects, respectively. One implication would be that morphine produces two, rather than one, mnesic states so that both
differ from the normal state. The two mnesic states also differ
from each other, and do so as much as analgesia and hyperalgesia
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are different. Although it is difficult at this point to further
identify these two mnesic states, it is interesting that another
instance of opiate paradoxes is the production, by opiates, of both
euphoria and dysphoria (Colpaert, 1996). Memory function has
rarely been studied under these particular conditions, but has
been examined in other conditions that are also characterized by
different moods. That is, in humans, similar-affect (moodcongruent) items are better learned and remembered than items
that are not (Bower, 1981; Clark and Teasdale, 1982; Blaney,
1986; Kenealy, 1997), and the recall of unpleasant items in depressed patients appears to be better than that of other items
(Willner, 1985; Dalgleish and Watts, 1990).
Further experiments examined the receptor mechanisms of
morphine-induced StD. Previous work found that CNS agents
other than morphine also produce StD in the conditions used
here. However, the benzodiazepine receptor agonist chlordiazepoxide (Colpaert, 1990), the noncompetitive NMDA antagonist
ketamine (Jackson et al., 1992), and the indirect GABA receptor
agonist ethanol (Bruins Slot et al., 1999) failed (Table 1) to
substitute for morphine (i.e., if anything, these compounds produced mnesic states different from those produced by morphine).
Other CNS compounds failing to substitute for morphine were
the a2 agonist UK 14304, the 5-HT1A agonist 8-OH-DPAT, the
D2 antagonist haloperidol, the muscarinic receptor antagonist
scopolamine, and the DA reuptake inhibitor cocaine (Table 1).
Neither SNC 80 nor U,50488H, agonists at d (Calderon et al.,
1994) and k receptors (Von Voigtlander et al., 1983), respectively,
could substitute for morphine (Fig. 5). As with saline, the disruption of transfer observed with the 0.16 and 0.63 mg/kg doses of
U,50488-H is interesting in that these doses do not produce the
presumably nonspecific disruptive effects on behavior that compounds can arguably generate. U,50488-H decreases rates of
schedule-controlled behavior in rats at ED50 values ranging from
2.6 to 3.8 mg/kg (Picker et al., 1996; Pitts et al., 1996a,b). The
(1)-isomer of cyclazocine, possessing affinity for s and PCP but
not for m opiate receptors (Zukin et al., 1984), also failed to
substitute for morphine. In fact, (2)-cyclazocine, and to a greater
extent heroin, were the only compounds substituting at least
partially for morphine, likely reflecting the different magnitudes
of activation that these ligands produce at the m opiate receptor
(Traynor and Nahorski, 1995; Emmerson et al., 1996; Traynor,
1996). The partial substitution obtained with 0.16 – 0.63 mg/kg
doses of (2)-cyclazocine also is of particular interest, because at
0.46 –1.1 mg/kg (ED50) doses, this compound decreases rates of
behavior in other conditions [M. J. Picker, personal communication; see also Picker et al. (1992)]. Finally, low doses of the m
antagonist naloxone (Dhawan et al., 1996) but not of the d
antagonist naltrindole (Portoghese et al., 1988) antagonized the
morphine state, both in saline- and in morphine-trained animals
(Fig. 4). Collectively, these findings suggest that morphine StD is
characterized by features that are highly specific to m opiate
receptors (Woods et al., 1982).
The present findings also add to the notion (see introductory
remarks) that the StD and DD paradigms concern distinct neurobiological phenomena. First, doses of morphine .5 mg/kg in
this StD paradigm consistently failed to produce transfer in rats
that had acquired the response with 5 mg/kg (Fig. 1). This finding
is in stark contrast to DD studies consistently showing that 10
mg/kg of morphine produce complete generalization in rats that
discriminate between 5.6 mg/kg morphine and saline (Shannon
and Holtzman, 1979; Young et al., 1992; Powell et al., 1994).
Greater-than-training doses also consistently produce complete
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generalization in rats discriminating between 3.0 or 10 mg/kg
doses of morphine and saline (Negus et al., 1990; Picker et al.,
1990; Ohno et al., 1992; Morgan and Picker, 1996). Second, the
StD paradigm generated two different time – effect curves (Fig. 3).
This finding again contrasts with DD studies using opiate training
drugs in rats showing that these generate only one time–effect
curve (Shannon and Holtzman, 1976; Colpaert et al., 1978; Teal
and Holtzman, 1980; L ocke and Holtzman, 1985; Picker et al.,
1990).
In conclusion, morphine produces a state of memory so that a
response that was acquired in the morphine state cannot be
recalled in the normal state, Also, a response that was acquired in
the normal state cannot be recalled in the morphine state. Studies
using 5 mg / kg show that the morphine StD is highly specific; the
state could only be produced by ligands for m opiate receptors, but
not by ligands for other opiate or non-opiate signaling systems,
and required that brain m opiate receptors be activated to a
particular magnitude. Both lower- and higher-magnitude activations failed to reproduce the state. The m opiate receptor activation produced by 5 mg / kg of morphine in the rat in fact appears
to generate two mnesic states that proceed along different time
courses and are likely to be just as heterogeneous as analgesia and
pain, as well as the many other bi-directional effects that opiates
produce. As discussed elsewhere (Colpaert, 1996), the operation
of opiate StD throughout ontogeny would allow an organism to
vastly multiply the capacity that it has to learn and deploy but also
to constrain the results of experience. Further research implementing other magnitudes of activation of m receptors (Colpaert,
1990) and evidence involving other receptors are uncovering the
existence of large numbers of different mnesic states and challenge the commonly held, unitary concept of an individual organism’s memory.
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